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Abst r a ct 

Transition system specifications (TSS) with negative premisses are er;sentially 

logic programs with negation; their meaning is the stable model semantics. Since 

TSSs contain function symbols, ensuring computability and deriving valid tran

sitions is a highly nontrivial problem, not addressed in the existing literature. In 

this paper, we introduce a thoroughly proof-theoretic characterization ofTSSs with 

negative premisses. inspired by the constructive approaches to negation in logic pro

gramming. The peculia r properties ofTSSs make il possible to obtain better results 

than in unrestricted logic programming. T he new approach add resses the problem 

of deriving valid transitions, and at t he same time simplifies the meta-theory. 

KEYWORDS: Transition system specifications, 1'\egative premisses, Constructive 

;\egation, Complementary systems. 

1 Introduction 

Negative premisses in transition system specifications (TSS) constitute a convenient tech

nique for representing important operations, such as deadlock detection. process sequenc

ing, prioritized actions and certain forms of process synchronization (cf. [2, 5. 3]). :'tleg

ative premisses are implicitly entailed by a transi tion system specification much like 

negative facts are entailed by a logic program. The meaning of stratified TSSs t. a~ been 

defined in [3] ; the meaning of unrestricted T SSs has been defined in [5] by analogy with 

the stable model semantics of logic programs. F urther semantic analysis can be found 

in [7]. Although it seems difficult to extend significantly Llle results of [3] (which bene

fited from a well-established body of research on Logic Programming), it is interesting to 

explore different formulations of the same approach, in order to simplify the technical de

tails and facilitat e the applications of t his theory. A disadvantage of t.he stable semantics 

is that the structured description advocated by Plotkin [6] is partly losL, because negative 

premisses are entailed only implicitly. A somewhat related drawback is that one has to 

work with a grottnd, generally infinite, transformed TSS [3]. ln particular. this is an 

obstacle to the development of automated or semi-automated methods for development 

and verification. Indeed , in the literature, the problem of deriving transitions from a 

given specification has not been addressed. In [7] a notion of proof is introduced, but it 

leads to infinitary proofs in all the cases of practical interest. 

We tackle these problem by introducing a standard proof-theoretic approach, where 

negative premisses arc derived expl icitly th rough what we call complementary tmnsi

tion system specifications (CTSS) . lt is a "constructive" form of nega tion (in the sense 
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adopted by the logic programming community), that takes advantage of several proper
ties/restrictions of TSSs that would be unnatural in a general logic programming setting. 
The first such restriction is the ntyxt/ ntyft format. that was introduced in order to make 
bisimulation equivalence a congruence. A second property is that the range of the local 
variables of the rules constituting the TSS can be restricted to a finite set. Finally, a 
negative premiss t-!!f is equivalent to a quantified negative goal \lx.not(t ~ x)' wruch 
has no counterpart in logic programming; roughly speaking, the universal quantifier pre
vents floundering as far as t is ground when the goal is evaluated. The new formulation 
simplifies definitions, proofs and other technicalities; moreover, some of the results of j3] 
can be slightly generalized. For a large class of TSSs in ntyxtfntyft format (including all 
GSOS), we introduce methods for constructing structured and finitary CTSSs, which have 
many interesting applications. Due to space limitations, proofs shall be omitted-this 
and other interesting aspects of t he new framework (e.g. proofs of recursiveness results, 
validation of equational axioms, automated and semi-automated tools for analysis and 
verification, etc.) will be dealt. with in detail in a full paper. 

2 Preliminaries 
First some basic notions about transition system specifications with negative premisses 
are recalled; the reader is referred to [5, 3] for more details. ln this paper, we will assume, 
for the sake of simplicity, that the signature and the set of actions (i.e. t he language) 
from which the TSSs are constructed arc arbitrary but fixed; therefore. we will ident ify 
TSSs with their set of rules, which have the form 

{ t, ~ u, I i E I} u { tk~ l k E K } 

l~u 

where ! , 1\ are (possibly infinite) index sets. Intuitively, each formula t ~ ~l is the 
equivalent of an atom, and the above rule is an equivalent of a program I'Ule; each negative 
premiss tk..!:!!f+ corresponds to a quantified negative goal 'v'x.nottk..!:!!j+x. Notation. Let E 
be the given signature and A be the given set of labels (actions). Terms denotes the set of 
(possibly open) terms of E, and (Terms denotes the set of closed terms of E. Tran denotes 
the set of all transitions. Given a transition relation --=-t~ Tran, we write 4f= t ~ u if for 
all ground instances t', u' of t and u , ( t', a, u'} H; we write ....:..f= t-!!f if for aU ground 
instances t' of l, and for aU u E (Terms , ( f , a. u} ¢4. An expression of the form t ~ u 
is called positiue literal , whjle an expression of the form t-!!f is called negative literal. 
A transition relation 4 is stable for a TSS R iff 4 <;oincides with the set of transitions 
derivable from Strip(R. 4 ) = 

= { ,, : 3r E Ground(R), 41= nprem(1') and r' = pprem(r) } , 
cone/( r) 

where Ground(R) is the set of all ground instances of the rules of R, and pprem(r) , 
nprem(r), concl(1·) denote the set. of positive premisses. negative premisses and lhe con
clusion of r. respectively. The rules 

{I, ~ y;l i E I} u { tk~ I k E l\.} 

f(xJ. ... ,x,.) ~ u 
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(Rl) E ~ c5 

x~x' 
(R3.1) 

X+ y-=+ :r' 

(R4.1) 
a ' x-t x 

x · y 4 x' · y 

x ~ x' Vb > a, x 2ft 
(R5.1) (a E Act,) 

8(x) ~ 8(x') 

x ~ x' Vb > a, Y4 
(R6.1) (a E Act,) 

:r <I y ~ x' 

x~ x' 
(Ri.l) (a¢T) 

TJ(X) ~ TJ(X1) 

(R8) 

(R9.2) 

tx ~ y 
--,.- (X=tx E E) 
X-ty 

(R3.2) 

(R4.2) 

(R5.2) 

(R6.2) 

y4y' 

:r +y ~ y' 

..; , " , x -+ x y-7y 

9(x) ~ 8(x') 

x~ x' 

x <1 y ~ x' 

x~:r.' 
(R7.2) (a E I) 

r1(:r.)..; TJ(x1) 

(R9.1) 

(R9.3) 

a 
a-+ r (a. E Act,.) 

a r 
x -+ y y-+ z 

(t 

x-t z 

Figure 1: BPA6rr with priorities {a E Act • ..;. bE Actn I ~ Act) 

are in ntyft formal and nlyxt format, respectively, if the y;s and :rJ s (resp. x) are all 

different variables. A TSS is in ntyft/nfyxt format if aJ I of its rules are in either ntyft or 

ntyxt format. 
We will illustrate our techniques by means of the same example adopted in [3], that 

is, the basic process algebra B P A~rr wit h priorities, see Fig. I. The set of actions consists 

of a basic set Act, extended with the symbols .j (termination) and r (internal or hidden 

activity). Abbreviations: Act7 = Act U { r} and Actr..; = Act U { r . .j}. The set of 

actions is partially orderC{i by a priority relation <. The signature includes Act., and 

the const ants o (deadlock) and t. {the empty process, which can only terminate). The 

operators of the language are sequent ial composition (·), alternative composition (+). au 

abstraction operator Tf ( f ~ Act), a priori ty operator 0 (which forces its argument to 

perform only actions with maximal priority) and the unfess operator <l. For recursion, 

wt> assume a set l1i of process names. and a set E of process declarations of the form 

X = t, where X is a process name and t is a closed term. T he notation Vb > a. x4. 
in ( R5.l ), ( R6. l ), abbrev iates the set of aU negati ve premisses x4 such that b > a. 
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3 Complementary Systems 

ln this section, we introduce the proof-theoretic semantics of TSSs with negative pre
misses. The basic idea is that negative literals should be proved explicitly, by means of 
rules of the form: 

{ li ':!t Ui I ·i E I} { tk~ I k E [(} 

t-'!fr 

A complementary transition system specification ( CTSS) is a set of rules of the above 
kind. An extended transition system specificatio11 (XTSS) is a set of rules PUN, where 
'P is a TSS, and N is a CTSS. In t.he rest of the paper, let the meta-variables P, N 
and T range over TSSs, CTSSs and XTSSs, respectively. For all T and all literals L, 
we write T 1- L when there is a proof of L using the rules of T. Of course, N should 
capture the intended meaning of negative li tera ls; for this purpose, T should satisfy the 
following standard notions of consistency and completeness. 

Definition 3.1 An XTSS T is consistent if for all closed li terals t ~ u, T 1- t 4 u 

implies 7 If t-'!fr . We say that T is complete if for all closed t. TIft~ implies that 
for some tt , T f- t ~ u . • 

Each T has a natural meaning; the transition relation specified by T consists of the set 
of transitions that can be proved from T. 

Definition 3.2 The transition ·telation associated to a.n XTSS 7 , denoted by ~r , is 
the set of all transitions t 4 u such that T 1- t 4 u . • 

Proposition 3.3 If T is consistent and complete then, fo·t all closed literals L 1 we have 
~r I= L if and only ifT 1- L. Moreover, for all literals L (not necessarily closed), T f- L 
impl-ies 4T f= L . 

The proof-theoretic framework based on consistent and complete axiomatizations is equi v
alent to the stable semantics introduced in [3]. 1 

Theorem 3.4 If T == P U N i.s consistent and complete, then the tmnsition relation 
associated to T is stable for P. Conversely, if a transition relation ~ is stable for P , 
then there exists a consistent and complete XTSS 'P U N whose associated transition 
relation coincides with ~ , 

4 Structured Complementary Systems 

Here we introduce uniform techniques for deriving structured CTSSs, in the spirit of 
Plotkin ·s SOS. The first method presented in this section is sound when the given P is 
in ntyfi format / and complete when P is iu GSOS formaL. 

1T he results of[5 , 3] ca.n be proved directly in the new framework . The new proofs and the associated 
technical definitions are simpler than the original ones Unfortunately, we cannot disco;;s t his aspect in 
the present paper, due lo space limitations. 

3Th is is not a strong restriction. first. the ntyxt/ntyfl format is needed to ensure that l;isimulation 
equivalence is a congruence. Secondly, eveiy TSS in nlyxljnlyft format can be transformed into nlyft 
format. 
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(NO) o~ (Nl) i~ (a# J) (N2) a4 (a=}( , b ::fa) 

(N3) 
X~ y~ 

x+y~ 

x...lf y~ 
(N4.1} 

x~ x4 
x·y...!.fo 

(a =} J) (N4.2) (a =} J) 
x·y...lf 

(N4.3) 
x4 

x·y-4 

X~ 
(N5.1} 

9(x)--;4 

x--;4 
(N6.1) 

X <l y_5!_fo 

(N7.1) rr(x)...!.fo (a E!) 

x..!.fo Va E / , x~ 
(N7.3) 

rr(x)~ 

(N 4.4) 

v 
y~ 

X·y4 
b 

x-+z 
(N5.2) (b > a) 

9(z)...lf 

b 
y-+z 

(N6.2) (b > a) 
X <J y..!ft 

X~ 
(N7.2) (a ft 1, a::/: r) 

rr (x )...lf 

(N8) 
I X _5!_fo 
-- (X =txE B) 
X..!ft 

Figure 2: A CTSS for (Rl)-(R8) 

Definition 4.1 (Method 1) The CTSS N associated to a TSS P is obtained as follows. 

For each function symbol f and each action a , let 'R.(J, a) = { ro. r 1, • •• , r; , ... } be the set of 

rules of P that have a consequent of the form f(x 1 • ••• , x,) .!t u. We assume, without loss of 

generality, that all the consequents in 'R.(J, a) have the same variables x 1, ••• , x • . Now there 

are two possibilities: 

1} if 'R.(f. a) = 0. then let N have an axiom f(xt. . .. , x.)--;4 ; 

2) otherwise. from each rule r, E 'R.(f. a), choose a premise L,: if L; has the form I ~ y 

then Jet L; = t4; otherwise, if L, has lhe fo rm t4 , let L, = t ~ y, , where y, is a 

fres h variable. For each choice of the L;s, let N have a rule 

Lo L •.. . L; .. . 

/ (XJ ..... Xz)..!ft 

In particular, if R(f, a) contains an axiom (from which no premise can be chosen ). N contains 

no rule with conclusiou / (x 1 •••• ,x.)..!.;+. • 

As an example, we illustrate in Fig. 2 a structured CTSS for the TSS consisting sole ly of 

(Rl)-(R8) (cf. Fig. 1). 
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o>-c c>-r 
x>-x+y 

T >- a (a E Act~) 
y>-x+y 
y>-o ·y x >- x' => x · y >- x' · y 

x >- x' => O(x) >- O( :z:') 
X>- X1::::} Tf(X) >- Tf(I1) 

x >- x' => x >- x' <1 y 
x >- tx => x >- X (X= tx E E) 

Figure 3: Axioms for >-

Theorem 4.2 Lei P be in ntyft format, and T = PUN , where N is the CTSS associated 
toP by Methodl. (i) T is consistent. (ii} IJP is in GSOS format , then Tis complete. 
(iii} Tis sound , ·i.e. for· all consistent and complete PUN', T f- L implies PUN' f-L. 

4.1 The ntyxtjntyft Format 

In order to extend Method 1 to the ntyxt/ntyft format , we have to solve several technical 
difficulties. For example, in order to prove that a process t cannot perform an action 
a by virtue of (R9.2), we need to show that for all possible instances of y , at least 
one of t ~ y and y ~ z is impossi ble. As a firs t consequence, we have to prove more 

detailed negative facts of the form t'4 u' , in addition to the usual negative literals. The 
second consequence is that without some restriction to the range of y , the proof of t4 
becomes infinitely branching; thus, we shall restrict the given rules with side conditions 
(see helow). The following definition will be needed: 

Definition 4.3 A variable of a rule 7' is critical if it occurs in the source of a premise 
of r but not in the conclusion of r. We say that a variable is semi-critical if it occurs in 
the source of a. premise of r but not in the source of the conclusion. (Note that cril;ical 
variables are semi-criticaL) • 

The second difficulty is due to positive cycles. For example, in {R9.2), when y = x, 
x ~ z is both a premise and the conclusion of the rule. For each positive cycle in a 
derivation there is a corresponding negative cycle in the complementary derivations. and 
hence the resulting XTSS is not complete. We will solve this problem by allowing certain 
hypotheses to be discharged (an idea borrowed from natural deduction), see Def. 4.9 
below. 

As we mentiond before, the given rules a.re enriched with s£de conditions, which are 
used to restrict the range of (critical and) semi-critical variables , by relating them to the 
variables in the conclusion's source. For instance, in the case of the basic process algebra 
(Fig. l ), we can show that a closed transition t ~ u is derivable only if u >- t , where>- is 
the least transitive relation satisfying the axioms in Fig. :3. Thus, we can safely restrict 
(R9.2) and ( R9.3) wjth the side condition y >- x . This suffices to restrict the range of t he 
critical variable y to a finite set, under some restriction on recursion (see next section). 
The not ion of rule instance is adapted a.s follows. 

Definition 4.4 Given a ruler constrained by ~ide condi tion C , and given a substitution 
r:J. we say that T'r:J is an instance of r if Cr:J is sati.sfiable, that is, at least one of the ground 
instantiations of C r:J is true. • 

We shall further simplify our complementary systems by proving that some of the 
given rules are irrelevant, as far as negation is concerned. 
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D efinit ion 4.5 A set of rules I is trrelevant (with respect to a given TSS P) if for 

all consistent and complete extensions P U N, and for all literals t ..; u such that 

PUN f- t ..; u, there exists a proof oft _..; u with no occurrence of the rules of I or 

instances thereof. 
A set of rules I• is semi-irrelevant (with respect to a given TSS P) iffor all consistent 

and complete extensions P U Af , and for all literals t ..; u which can be derived from 

PUN with a proof ll, there exist v E (Terms and a proof oft_; v whose last rule is not 

a member of I• or an instance thereof,~d whose depth is not g reater than the depth of 

n. • 

The method for the ntyxtfntyft format constructs rule schemas of the form 

r Vfl: G'(x,y)(Lt(x,fl) 1 ... I Ln(x,y)) 
(1) 

L(x) 

where C(x, fl) is the side condition of a given rule of P. Such schemas are shorthands for 

the set of aU rules 
r 

L(t) 
(2) 

where { u1 , u2 , •.• } is the set of all ii such that C(l, u), and for all j, 1 ~ i; :::; n. The 

notion of ground instance for these rules is defined as follows. 

Definition 4.6 Given a rule r of the form (1) with quantified variables y 1 ••• Yn and 

remaining variables x1 ••• Xk. we say that a ruler' is a gr·ound instance of r if r1 can be 

obtained from r by instantiating x 1 ••• Xk wit.b ground terms, and then replacing each 

quantified premise as shown by ( 1) and (2). • 

Definition 4 . 7 (Method 2) Let I be a given irrelevant set of rules, and I• be a given 

semi-irrelevant set.. Define Rx(f,a) to be the set of al l rules in R(f,a) (cf. Def.4.l) plus all 

t he rules 
Lt Lz ... 

J(x) ~ u 
obt.ained from the ntyxt rules 

L; L; ... 
EP 

y~ u' 

by instantiating y with f (x) . We assume, without loss of generality, that the rules in 

Rx (!, a) have identical conclusion sources, but share no other variables. Let Rx (!,a)\ I ' = 
{ r0 , r 1, ••• , r,, ... }. From each r; choose a non-empty set of premjsses n; and define a com ple

mentary set of premisses fi , according to the following rules: 

1) lf IT; = { L} , where L = t ~ y is a positive premise of r, free [rom semi-critical variables, 

then let II; = { t--.5!..f+ } . 

2) If IT; = { L} , where L = t~ is a negative premise of l'i free from semi-critical variables, 

then let fi ; = { t ~ z} , where :: is a fresh variable. 

3) If n, = { L 1 •••• Lk} is the set of all premisses of r, which contain semi-critical variables. 
then let fi, = ltfj: C(i, y), (Lt I·. ·I L~.:), where C{x,jj) is the side condition of r,, and 
fori= 1, .... k, 

3a) if L; = t ~ z and z is not a scmi-r.ritic:al variable, t hen L; = t4 ; 
3b) if L, = t ~::and z is a semi-critical variable, then L; = t..!{tz; 
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3c) if L; = t..!.ft then l, = t ~ z, where z is a fresh variable. 

For each possible choice of the fl ,s, create a rule 

flo fil ··· fl; ... 

J(x)~ 

In particular, if R(f, a)\ I = 0, then the above rule is an axiom, and if some of the rules r, is 
an axiom then no rule is created . 

. ext we turn to the rules with conclusion of the form t..!.ftv.. For each pair (!,a), we have to 
consider all partitions (R+. R- ) of Rx (!, a)\ I and all substit utions a that satisfy the following 
condjtions: 

(Pl) r7 unifies the conclusions of the rules in R+; 

(P2) a disunifies them from the conclusions of the rules in R- (that is, for all conclusions L 
of a rule in R+ and for all conclusions L' of a ruJe in R-, La cannot be unified with £'); 
moreover, if R+ = 0, then u must disunify a generic literal f(i ) ~ z from t he conclusions 
of the rules in R- (z must be a fresh variable); 

(P3} u is .maximally general w.r.l. t he above two conditions. 

Note that, as a consequence of (P3) and t he fact that critical variables do not occur in the 
conclusions, u does not affect th e critical variables of the rules of R+. Now, from each r ;u E 
R+u \ 1 3 c.hoose a non-empty set of premisses IT; and define a complementary set of premjggeg 
fl , according to the following rules: 

4} If fi; = { L}, where L = t ~ y is a positive premise of r;u free from critical variables, 
and y is a variable which does not occu r in t he conclusion, then let fl ; = { t..!.ft } . 

5) If 0; = { L} , where L = t ~ u is a posit ive premise of rw free from critical variables, 
and u occurs in the conclusion , t hen let fl, = { t..!.ftv.}. 

6) lf fi; = { L}, where L = I~ is a negative premise of r;u free from critical variables, 
then let fl, = { t ~ z} , where z is a fresh variable. 

7) If II; = { £ 1 ••• , Lk} is the set of all premisses of rw which contain critical variables. 
then let fl, = 'VfJ : C(xu, f;), (L 1 I .. · I ik), where C(x, jj) is the side condition of r;. and 
for i = 1, ... , k , 

7a) if ~. = / ~ .z, z is not a cri tical variable and z does not occur in the conclusion of 
r;cr , then L; == t~ : 

7b) if L i = t _.; u , u is not a c ritical variable and u occurs in the conclusion of 1'ir7, 
then Li = t..!.ftu; 

7b) if L, = t ~ z and z is a critical variable, then L, = t4z; 

i c) if L ; = t~ then L, = / ~ z, where z is a fresh variable. 

3 1t is convenient to check irrelevance twice for the following reason'!: the first time, we restrict the set 
of rules to be partitioned, which greatly decreases the number of partitions; the second time, we bave 
1111 opportunity to rcst.rict R+ . since 7';0' can be irrelevant even if r; as not. 
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For each possible choice of t he fi ;s, create a rule 

flo ii 1 • .. fi; . . . 

(f(x)-fu)a 

where J(x) ~ u is the conclusion of an arbitrary rule r, E n+ I or the generic literal f (x) ~ ~ 

mentionll.(l in condition (P2). • 

Remark 4.8 There can be infinitely many u satisfying (PJ )-(P3). However, they can 

be finitely represented via disunification theory (cf. the survey in [4]).4 

Detailed examples which illustrate the above notions will be given in t he next section. 

First we state the main properties of our method. They are relative to a refined notion 

of proof, where the leaves are either axioms or discharged hypotheses, according to t he 

following definition. 

Definition 4 .9 A leaf L0 of a proof ll is a discharged hypothesis if it is a negative li teral . 

and the path from £0 to the root has the form 

Lo Lo 

·· .Ln-1 ··· or 
... Ln-1··· 

Ln Lo Lo 

where L1 , •.• , Ln are all negative literals and n > 0. • 
This refined notion of derivability will be denoted by 1-d. Consistency and completeness 

need to be reformulated in order lo encompass the new negative literals t4tt and 1-d. 

Definition 4.10 A set of rules Tis stmn_qly consi.slenf if for all litera.ls l ~ u, T f-,1 t ~ 
u implies T ifd t~u and T ifd t2f+. We say that Tis strongly complete if T ifd t4u 

im plies T 1-u t ~ u. and T ifd t4 implies that for some tr , T l-.1 t ~ tt. • 

Method 2 does not always produce a strongly complete system. It does for the TSS~ 

whicb a.dmit a stratification of the following kind. 

Definition 4 .11 We say that a stratification S : T ran ~ a is finitary if S- 1 (.a) is a finHc 

set. for all J < a . • 

(Of course, for a ruleR wi th side condition C to be stratified by S, only those instances 

of R which satisfy C need to be stratified by S') . We are finally ready to formulate the 

main result of this section. 

4Tbrough a suit able confluent rewrite system, we can corupu~ a finite set of pairs (8, ~),where 0 ts 

a substitution and A is a set of c.lisequations ! :f 11 ; they capture the set of all us , since (i) each u is less 

general than some 0 and sat.isfies the correspondi ng A, and (ii) for all (I' such that ABrJ' is satisfiable , 

08' is less general lhan some u . Each pair (0. A) , in general , captures an infimlc nu111ber of ITS. All the 

us covered by a single pair can be treated together in Method 2; Instead of applying u , we can apply 

t he corresponding() and attach the corresponding A as a side condition to t he rule. The rules (X J.l) , 

(X2.1 ) in the next section are obta.ined in this way. Due to space liu'litations, we have to defer a more 

detailed explanation to the full paper. 
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(N'O) = (NO), (N'l) = (Nl), (N'3) = (N3), (N'4.x) = (N4.x), (N'8) = (NB) 

(N'2.1) a4 (aE Act,b:Fa) (N'2.2) Vy >- r (r-.!..foy I Y~) {a¥- r) 

T~ 

x~ 'Vw >- x <I y (x <I y2..jtw I y~) 
(N'6.1) a (a E Act~) 

X <I y~ 

y~ z "Vw >- x <I y (x <l y2..jtw I y~) 
(N'6.2) (b > a) 

X <I y~ 
(N'6.3) 

Figure 4: Full 8 PA~,~: rules with conclusion t4 

T heo re m 4.1 2 Let P be in ntyft/ntyxt format , and T = P U N , where N is the set of 
rules associated to P by Method 2. (i} 7 is strongly consistent. (ii) lf P has a finitary 
stratification, then T is strongly complete. (iii) T is st rongly sound , i.e. for all strongly 
consistent and st·rongly complete P U N' , T f-d L implies P U N' f-d L. (iv) If fo r 
all side-conditions C(x, y) in P and all vectors of closed terms l (of s·uitable length), 
{ u E (Terms· I C(f, u)} i$ finite. then r is finitary. 

4.2 Case St udy: The Basic Process A lgebra 

The full basic process algebra is com plex enough to illustrate the small arsenal of tech
niques introduced in the previous section. In the following , let P be the TSS for B PAst., 
defined in Fig. l , with rules (R9.2) and (R9.3) restricted with the side condition y >- x. 
Many instances of (R9.2) and ( R9.3) are irrelevant. 

Propos it ion 4.13 Let I 1 be the set of instances of ( R9.2) and ( R9.:J) whose conclusion 

has the form o ~ u: t ~ u , x + y ~ u, X~ u, O(x) ~ u, x <1 y ~ u, where a E Act.,..; 
and u E Terms . Let I 2 be the set of instances of (R9.2) whose conclusion's source hM 
the fo1·m 'a' or x · y, where a E Act . Let I 3 be the set of instances of (R9.3) whose 
conclusion's source has th e form O(x) or :r <1 y . Finally, let z~ be the set of all instances 
of ( R9.3) . Then the set I = I 1 U I 2 U I 3 is ir-relevant, and the set z s = I U Z 1 is 
semi-irrelevant. 

T hrough t he above irrelevant set s, Method 2 y ields a set of rules, partially illustrated by 
Fig. 4-5. In many cases, thanks to the irrelevance of ( R9.2) and ( R9.3), we get the same 
ru le:s as t hose produced by Met hod 1 for (R1 )-( R8) (cf. Fig. 4). The rules with conclusion 
of the form t4u. of course, arc completely new; they a re listed in Fig. 5. The rules for 
0, r 1 are oruitted due to space limitat ions. 

Pro p ositio n 4.14 lf for all t E (Terms . { u-E ( Terms lu >- t} is finite. then the TSS 
f01· 8 P .4.0" admits a finitary slmtification. 

The sets { u E ( Terms J u >- t} are finite if the set E of process declarations con
tains no recursion through 0 or TJ ; e.g. , thP declaration X= 8(a +X) yields an infinite 
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(XO) o_!fx (a E Act 7 .;) (X8) 
tx--!!-/1-y 

(X= tx E E) ---
X_!fy 

(X 1..1) £4 f(i ) (! =f 5) (X1.2) (~X (a E ActT) 

(X2.1) a _if f(w) (! =/: £,/ =f r) - (X2.2) a....!.f+x (ct =f T , b =fa) 

"'y >- T (r~y I y~z) 
{X2.3) 

11 
(a=/= r) 

x...!frz y~z 
(X3) 

x+y~z T~Z 

(XB .. l) x~x' "'y'>-x<ly(x<ly~y'Jy'...!frx') (a=f/) 

x <l y~x' 

(X6.2) y ~ z 'Vy' >- x <l y (x <l y~y' I y' ~x') (b > a) 

x <1 y~x' 
(X6.3) 

x4x' 
X<] y4x' 

Figure 5: Full BPA~,7 : some rules wiLh conclusion t4tt (a E Act,.;) 

set { tt E (Terms J u >-X}. Unguarded recursion (e.g. X =a+ X) is not problematic .. 
Thus, under mild restrictions on recursion, Method 2 yields a finitary and stmn_qly com
plete axiomati::ation of BPAs,7 (by Theorem4 .. 12 and Prop.4.14). Fig.6, illustrates two 
derivations involving recursive processes; discharged hypotheses are marked with square 
brackets. 

5 Further Related Work 

Om methods are on the same line as the transformational approach by Barbuti et al. 
[lJ. However, (i) Barbut i et al. use a number of auxiliary predicates, and bave to modify 
significantly the given program; (ii ) their t ransformed programs are interpreted through 
SLDNF resolution, i.e., a nonmonotonic proof procedure; (ui) they deal only with positive 

a4 r .. :r4J 
a + X4 

x4 

(X = a+ X . b "I a) 

a + b ~ ( (k·.!f+ y b-.!fr .IJ 
------.-b- (R6.1) 
(a+ b) <l X~ t a+ b~y "'y' >- ((a+ b) <l X) [(a.+ b) <l X ...!fry'] 

'Vy >-((a+ b) <l X) ((a+ b) <l X -.!fry) 

(a +b)<l X~ 

X...!fr 

(X= (a + b) <l X, b > a , ,Zk, c >b) 

Figure 6: Examples with (unguarded) recursion 
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(i.e. negation-free) programs, and (iv) the literals of the form t_!f; have no counterpart 
in logic programming. The above results can be achieved due to specific propert ies of 
TSSs; the complementation of positive llterals adopted in Method 1 (2) and Method 2 
(1),(3a ),(4),(7a) is correct only under the ntyxtfntyft format; the complementation of 
negative literals in the two methods is correct only under the universally quantified in
terpretation of negative literals; the possibility of restricting t he range of the critical 
variables depends on the intended application of TSSs (each construct-but recursion
defines a finite state automaton). 

6 Discussion and Further Work 
The proof-theoretic approach based on complementary transition system specifications 
presents several technical advantages. The notions of consistency and completeness in
troduced in Def. 3.1 are simpler and, to some extent, more intuitive and easier to explain 
than lhe corresponding notion of stable relat ion. We obtain simpler proofs for t be stan
dard results, but we couldn't illustrate this aspect due to space (jmitations. Through 
Metl10d 2 we obtained the first finitary, complete axiomatization of B P A0,T, under mild 
restrictions on recursion . Method 2 relies upon a range of sophisticated techniques, in
cluding suitable side-conditions. For B PA6,.,- we adopted an approximation >- of the 
reachability relation over processes; the feasibility of lhis approach lies in the observation 
that process terms denote finite state automata. This is true of most automated practical 
applications of process algebras, so we expect this technique to be applicable lo other 
algebras of practical interest. Il seems also possible to generate side-conditions automat
ically. An important application or our framework is the proof of 1'CClLrsiveness r·esults 
(the transition relat ion associated to a finitary, strongly complete system is decidable). 
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